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Procedure for submitting complaints to Antrec Limited - Notes for 
Complainants 
 

INFORMAL STAGE  
It is recognised that many concerns will be raised informally that can and should be dealt with 
immediately. Normally these concerns should be raised promptly and directly either with the class 
tutor/course leader/ Personal tutor if the issue is not about an individual member of staff. Similarly 
concerns should be raised promptly and directly with the individual against whom there is a concern. 
If you feel unable to approach that person directly, there are a number of people who can be 
approached. The aim is to resolve informal concerns quickly, keep matters low key and enable 
mediation between the complainant and the individual to whom the matter has been referred. This is 
entirely appropriate where it can be achieved. However, if concerns are not satisfactorily resolved in 
this way, complainants may follow Antrec’s formal procedures for handling Complaints – as specified 
below.  

 

FORMAL PROCEDURES 
 
Purpose – The formal procedures are intended to ensure that all complaints are handled fairly, 
consistently and wherever possible resolved to the complainant’s satisfaction. 

 
Scope – Learners, general public and external agencies. (Complainants may prefer matters to be 
raised on their behalf by their chosen representative, for example a friend, parent, guardian – this will 
need to be confirmed in writing) 

 
Definition – Antrec has defined a complaint as “ any expression of dissatisfaction that requires a 
response”. This definition will apply consistently across all curriculum and functional areas. 
Complaints concerning assessment and accreditation are dealt with through the appeals procedures 
set up with Awarding / Validating Bodies.  
 

Complaints from contractors will be dealt with as appropriate under the relevant contract terms. 
 

Responsibility of Antrec  
• Antrec will acknowledge the formal complaint and aim to respond within a stated period of 

time.  

• Deal reasonably and sensitively with the complaint 

• Take action where appropriate 

• Welcome issues being brought to its attention to enable it to improve its services 
 

Responsibility of the Complainant  
• Complainant will be expected to bring their complaint to the attention of Antrec within 4 

weeks of the problem/incident/situation occurring. 

• Explain the problem as clearly and as fully as possible taken to date 

• Allow Antrec reasonable time to deal with the matter  

• Recognise that some circumstances may be beyond the control of Antrec  
 
Responsibility for Action – All Staff, Managers, Company Senior Management Team and Managing 
Director 
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Supporting Documents – The Complaints procedure will be promoted via Learner Induction, 

Learner handbook, Record of Complaint form, Complaints Log, Guidelines for staff handling 
complaints (in accordance with Antrec’s Quality Standards and Policies) 

 

Confidentiality  
Except in exceptional circumstances every attempt will be made to ensure that both the complainant 
and Antrec observe the confidential nature of the issues. However, the circumstances giving rise to 
the complaint maybe such that it might not be possible to maintain confidentiality and each 
complaint will be judged on its own merit. Should this be the case, the situation will be explained to 
the complainant and / or their representative. In the case of learners raising a complaint whom are 
aged below 18 years Antrec may be obliged to inform their parent/guardian. 
 

Monitoring and Reporting 
The Managing Director will receive a report of complaints at least quarterly, The MD will monitor the 
handling of complaints in accordance with Antrec procedures. MD will receive an annual report from 
Antrec Senior Management Team on complaints handled at Stages 1 and 2 and the MD will compile 
the annual report on the Stage 3 complaints. 
 

Review 
Antrec will review the Complaints Procedure annually and Learners will be able to contribute to this 
review through Learner feedback mechanisms. Antrec will measure the extent to which it is meeting 
its commitments as specified in Antrec Quality Policy, through its review of complaints and outcomes 
of opinion surveys etc.  

 

Informal Stage 
 
Informal concerns should be raised promptly and directly with the appropriate member of staff 
concerned, who will be responsible for dealing with the matter immediately. Antrec is committed to 
resolving issues quickly and wherever possible without recourse to the following formal procedures. 
 

How to Make a Formal Complaint 
 

Stage 1  
Formal complaints should normally be submitted, in writing (using the Record of Complaint Form if 
possible) to the Contract Manager. The Complainant can ask Contract Manager, or another member 
of staff, to complete the form on their behalf. Alternatively, complainants may select a person of their 
choice to complain on their behalf (for example, friend, parent, or guardian). (Complainants will be 
asked to confirm in writing that this person is acting as their chosen representative). Complainants 
are advised to keep their own records and any documents which they feel substantiate their 
complaint. Complainants will be asked to confirm whether or not the issue has been raised previously 
on an informal basis and if so, with whom.  
The Contract Manager will refer the complaint to the relevant Manager according to the nature of the 
complaint. The Senior Manager with responsibility for equal opportunities will be informed of any 
complaint that appears to contain equal opportunities related matters. The Contract Manager will 
acknowledge receipt of the complaint and confirm whom they have referred the matter to. 
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The relevant Manager will be responsible for investigating the complaint, for responding to the 
complainant on progress normally within 10 working days and for ensuring appropriate action is 
taken.  
 
Antrec aims to resolve matters as quickly as possible. However, inevitably some issues will be more 
complex and therefore may require longer time to investigate fully. Consequently, timescales given for 
handling and responding to complaints are indicative.  

 
Stage 2  
If the complainant is not satisfied with the outcome of Stage 1 they have the option of writing to the 
Chief Operating Officer, Antrec Limited, The Investment Centre, 375 Stanley Road, Bootle, L20 3EF, 
stating the reason why they are dissatisfied with the outcome at Stage 1, within 10 days of receiving 
written notification of the outcome of Stage 1. The Chief Executive or Chief Operating Officer (or 
nominee who will normally be a Senior Manager) will respond normally within 10 working days to 
inform the complainants of the action which will be taken to investigate their complaint. At this stage 
any new information will be considered  
 

Stage 3  
If the complainant is not satisfied with the outcome of Stage 2, they have the option of writing to the 
Managing Director, Antrec Limited, The Investment Centre, 375 Stanley Road, Bootle, L20 3EF, stating 
the reason why they are dissatisfied with the outcome at Stage 2, within 10 days of receiving written 
notification of the outcome of Stage 2. They will be informed within 10 working days of receipt of their 
letter of the action to be taken to investigate the complaint. The MD may decide to establish a 
Complaints Panel to consider the complaint. At this stage any new information will be considered  
 

Feedback  
In accordance with Antrec Charter, at each end of the above formal stages, the complainant will be 
invited to complete a short evaluation form on the process (not outcomes) 
 

INFORMAL STAGE 
Matters should normally be raised promptly and directly with the appropriate member of staff 

HOW TO MAKE A FORMAL COMPLAINT 
Formal complaint, in writing, to the Contract Manager who will acknowledge receipt and confirm who 
the matter has been referred to 

↓ 

Referred to the relevant Manager who will respond normally within 10 working days indicating the 
progress on their investigation into the complaint. Complainant will be invited to evaluate the process 

↓ 

If not resolved to the complainant’s satisfaction - Formal complaint in writing to the Chief Operating 
Officer stating reasons for dissatisfaction within 10 days of receipt of outcome at Stage 1 

↓ 

Initial response normally within 10 working days indicating the action to be taken to investigate the 
complaint. At the end of Stage 2, the complainant will be invited to evaluate the process. 

↓ 

If not resolved to the complainant’s satisfaction – formal complaint in writing to the Managing 
Director stating reasons for dissatisfaction within 10 days of receipt of outcome at 

↓ 

Initial response normally within 10 working days indicating the action to be taken to investigate the 
complaint. At the end of Stage 3, the complainant will be invited to evaluate the process. 
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Antrec Limited - Record of Complaint 

If you wish to make a formal complaint please complete this form, or ask someone to complete on 
your behalf, and either send or hand in to the Quality Assurance Manager.  
The complaint will be acknowledged and the relevant Manager dealing with the matter will normally 
respond within 10 working days  
 

Name of Complainant: 
 
Telephone No:  
 
Course Code:  
 
Nature of Complaint: tick as appropriate 
 

Accommodation  Company 
Environment 

 Security  Catering   Health & 
Safety 

 

Enrolment  Induction  Learning 
Resources 

 Tutorials  Support 
Services 

 

Course Content  Teaching 
quality 

 Course 
fees 

 Staff  Course 
materials/ 
equipment 

 

Other studies  Additional 
support 

 Course 
closure 

 Bullying or 
Harassment 

 Other 
(please 
specify) 

 

 
 
Are there equal opportunities issues associated with your complaint? If so please specify 
 
Disability   Gender Religion  Age   Ethnicity 
 
 

Details of the complaint (please use additional pages if necessary) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please sign below if you are completing this on behalf of the complainant. 

Signature:     Name in Capitals: 

 

Date:    Centre:    Contact Details: 
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Date logged and acknowledgement letter sent to complainant: 

Referred to: Please give name of Manager and their role and Functional Area: 

Date referred to designated Manager: 

Copied to Senior Manager with responsibility for equal opportunities: Yes / Not applicable: 

Date receipt acknowledged by Manager dealing with the complaint: 

Date response  sent to complaint: 
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Compliment/ Concern Form 

 

Name___________________________   Date_____________________ 

 

Contact Number______________________ 

 

Department__________________________ or Address____________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

Please state the nature of the: Compliment        Concern       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(please use additional page/s if necessary) 
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Statement Submitted to:  ________________________________Date___________  

 

Position in company: _____________________________________ 

 

 

Further action required   Yes/No 

Recorded on action plan   Yes/No 

 

 

Action Taken: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Name______________________________ 

 

Signature__________________________ 
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Date_______________________________ 

 


